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Cytokine classification

• There is no universal classification for all cytokines. 

• new cytokines are still being discovered and 
permanently identified, so actually the 
classification is subject to further changes

• Several classifications have been proposed: 

• 1) classification based on biological effects 

• 2) clasification according cell producing  type 

• 3) classification based on cytokine structure 

• 4) clasification based on cytokine receptor s







Cytokine signal transduction



Cytokine effects



Cytokine effects





Negative effects of several tumor produced cytokine on NK cell activity



TGF in serum negativelly correlated with NK cells 
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Possibility of cytokine determination 

• There is no unifrm method

• Each method has its own merits and limitations

• Selection of the analytical platform should be 
driven by the biological model that you are 
working with.

• Advanced approaches have been developed that 
measure both internally produced as well as 
externally secreted cytokines, allowing for the 
measurement of different aspects of cell-
mediated immunity.



Tools and Techniques for Cytokine determination 

• secreted cytokine levels represent the 

active forms of these molecules and 

therefore reflect a true measure of cytokine 

function

• Intra-cellular cytokine profiling offers the 

advantage of being able to identify the 

specific cell types expressing the cytokines 
of interest.



Fig 2,  Possibility of cytokine determination in hemato-immunology
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Cytokine production analyses 

ELISA 
ELISPOT
Microsphere-based method
Multiplexed immunoassays
Western Bloting
Mass spectometry
Mass cytometry 

Inracellular cytokine analyses

Flow cytometry
Cytometry time of flight 
Microsphere-based method
Multiplexed microsphere-based flow 
cytometric assay 
Western bloting
Mass spectometry
iTraq

Cytokine gene analyses

PCR 
PCR-RFLP
real-time RT-PCR
Quantitative RT-PCR
NGS  (Next-Generation Sequencing) 

Possibility of cytokine analysis in oncology



Serum cytokine measurements

• Potential diagnostic, prognostic, monitoring  
marker

• Predict severe conditions, complication:

• cachexia,

• Sepsis

• Disseminated intravascular coaglation (DIC)

• Predict survival

• Tumor progression



Plate based ELISA assay
Traditional plate-based ELISA methods for cytokine 

measurement are ideal for routine use if you are measuring a 

single cytokine at a time and throughput is not critical. 

Over the years this traditional format has evolved into multiplex 

bead-based assays that can detect multiple cytokines 

simultaneously.

The basic principle of the plate-based ELISA remains the same, 

where the antigen of interest is sandwiched between two 

specific antibodies



Cytokine calculation 
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The total values of TNF-a measured in serum of patients with myeloma was significantly 
increase and depending on advance stage of disease, inflammation, presence of 
ostelolyses and other clinical parameters (p <0.05 Mann whiteney U-test). 
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Cytokine production in Myeloma 

Cytokine in-vitro production after cell separation and after cell stimulation 



Analyses of produced cytokines 



Intracellular cytokine measurements

Cytokines, are typically secreted proteins, therefore they must first 
be trapped inside the cell by using a protein transport inhibitor. 

The two most commonly used protein transport inhibitors are:
monensin
brefeldin A

Monensin prevents protein secretion by interacting with the Golgi 
transmembrane transport

Brefeldin A redistributes intracellularly produced proteins from 
the Golgi complex to the endoplasmic reticulum



Cytokine measurements 
by Flow cytometry



Intracellular cytokine labeling
Flow cytometry 

Aplication of flow cytometry to detect intracellular cytokine in lymphocyte subpopuation



Intracellular detection of IFN-g
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Mass Spectometry (MS)
MS is fundamental technique in proteomics research.

This tecnigues are applicabe for protein identification and 

quantfcation.

Despite being a powerful tecniques, application of MS to cytokine 

analysis is challlenging.

Severel limitation should be considered: 

1. MS  detect only ionises peptides

2. Proteins  with low molecular weight (cytokines) prowide less 

peptides and these  requested enrichment or purification

3. Sensitivity of shotgun MS is ussually insuficient for detection 

cytokines

4. measuremnts in blood serum or plasma requested pre-

fractionation



E –ELISA,   B- MULTIPLEX BED   X – magnetic bead based multiplex immunoassay





Cytokine gene analyses



TGF-b1 gene expression in isolated cells after 18h treatment with IL-4 in vitro stimulation 
by quantitative REAL time PCR. 



New Platforms for Bulk Sample and Single-
Cell Cytokine Profiling

• Recent advances allow us to monitor real-time 
cytokine signaling at the single-cell level and 
identify protein biomarkers:

• predict response

• stratify patient populations

• understanding biology of the disease



Bioinformatics for cytokine analyses 

Profiling of cytokine expression



Cytokine gene analyses 



String cytokine correlation in Myeloma



String  cytokine interaction network in myltiple myeloma



Conclusions
-cytokines play a major role in regulation the cellular response in the interaction 

between the tumor and the immune system.

-multi omic approch regarding cytokines estimations involved analyses by the 

various methods depending on the cell sample or tissues type.

-for clinical research cytokines determined by ELISA assay are standard but 

multiplex methods are recommended in last period.

-intracellular cytokines are determined by modern techniques based on 

proteomics, genomic principles.

-the cytokines produced are determined by various methods that allow 

determination at low concentrations.

-мultiomic principles of cytokine analysis together are important for creating of 

new and modern pharmaco-genomic therapy profile, necessary for personalyzed

medicine.


